
This guidance was written prior to the February 27, 1997 implementation of FDA's 
Good Guidance Practices, GGP's. It does not create or confer rights for or on any person 
and does not operate to bind FDA or the public. An alternative approach may be used if 
such approach satisfies the requirements of the applicable statute, regulations, or borh. 

This guidance will be updated in the next revision to include the standard elemnts of GGP's. 
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On May 24th and 25th, I participated in the PI)A/AAMf EMC Conference entitled w a r m e &  
@m~atibilitv for b&&gl Den- . . The conference was held in Aneheim, 
California and was very well attended by experts in the field along with inter& persons b m  
academia, government, the device industry and the user community. All in all, it was a vedy 
worthwhile confeEence whqe issues were discussed and ideas exchanged in a collegial manner. 

Personally. the experience was enlightening and I left with a greater appreciation of the fWt drat RMC 
is a very complex issue whose rtsalutGon depends on a multi-fhccted approach involving education 
and training, standards development, voluntary c o m p S i  and premrket testing requiremeats for 
select devices. Furthermore, we can impact the current situation sooner and to a seater extent if we 
can mainrain a spirit of cooperadon and coliaboration mng the interested groups. 

After listening to the p r d o n s  and having discussions with many attendees, it became very 
apparent that there is tremendous conam and confusion in the community about our office's policy 
regarding p r m k e t  EMC t e e  requirements for medical devices. Of particular concern is the 
apparent use of the November 1993 Respiratory Deb Guidance for mmapiratory devices by 
some divisions. Whie 1 am sure our inbat has been to we the November 1993 document as a 
convenient tool to be& to address BMC, there ceEtainfy has been con= raised about the 
appropriateness of doiag so. A number of other iaconsisteades in anr approach were brought to my 
attention that L believe require the issuance of interim guidance in this area untU such tima that the 
Center's EMC Working Group can provide more detail. 

Until further notice, we need ta control in a veq deliberate manner all Gurtllcx expansion of 
premarket EMC testing requirements. Thls Ils wrt to say that we cannot impme EIKC testing 
requirements on new devices going to market. Clearly, we have the authority and responsibifitycso 
long as it is justified and does not appear to be done in an arbitrary and capricious manner. Tbis 
means that we need to carefully pbase-in new EMC testing requirements after the a f k a d  segment of 
the industry has been involved in their development and been given an opportueity to prepare to meet 
the new requirements. With EMC being such a pmasive issue affecting many devices currently in 
use, we need to be very cateful not to negatively impact the development of safer and more effective 
devices stcictly because of EMC concerns. Additionally, we need to be careful not to mgtect the 
legally marketed predicate devices that may pose similar EMC concerns that entered the market 
before our heightened EMC sensitivity. 

As an interim measure, I believe that it is rational to limit our premarlcet EMC testing requirements to 
those devices whwe we have a history of requiring EMC data before clearance and: the industry is 
currently aware of our need for the data. Additioaally, in the case of new (~stsk-a-kind) electrically 
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powered devices going through premarket approval, I believe that we should require appropriate 
preapproval EMC testing. Keep in mind, if we are going to impose testing requirements under these 
circumstances, we need w be sure that test methods exist and that acceptability of performance can be 

' determined. Likewise, we need to evaluate the appropriateness of alternatives #, doing actual testing 
such as insisting that waraing statemeuts or special use instructions appear in device labeling. Aer you 
encounter concerns with specific devicas, X am questing that you consult with your 
division's EMC focal point and justify and document the basis for any further expausion of EMC 
testing requirements. 

While there may be some dissatisfaction with this interim approach to deal'ing with BMC, X believe 
that it will affbrd us an opportunity & work with the industry, as well as the scientific and user 
communities, to heightea the a w m  of: EMC concerns in a mnconfrontatio~tal manner. We need 
ta take eveq opportunity to semi& the device industry, particularly the small manuflcturer, to 
EMC concerns and to encourage the consideration of BMC during the device desw phase. 

In order to minimize the chaace of misinterpretatton of this mento- I want to emphasize fbur 
points that are essearid to stmtegicalty resolvhg the EMC dilemma. As an or-, we must: 

(1) limit current premuket EMC testing requirements to those devices where we have a 
hitory of rapiring EUC data before clearance the industry Is curtently aware of 
our need for ths data; 

(2) carefully phase-in new EMC testing requirements after the affected segment of the 
industry has been hwlved in their development and beea given an opportunity to 
prepare to meet tht requirements; 

(3) be sure that test methads exist and chat acceptability of perfomance can be 
determined; and 

(4) be careful not to negllect the legally marketed predicate devices fbar may pose similar 
EMC concum that entered the market befota our heightened aMC smitmity. 

I hope that this interim guidance does not dampen the enthusiasm that 1 have Mcounterd in taclding 
the BMC problem. It is -3,Wuled to simply remind evetyone that the me solution lies in a 
comprehensive strategy that involves more than thp Office of Device Evaluation and preclearance 
testing of new devices. * .  

w 

Thanks in advance for your continuing cooperation in dealing with this very difficult issue. 


